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SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN
OPPOSITION TO

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE REPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' ACCOUNTING EXPERT,

FERNANDO SCHERRER OF BDO. PUERTO RICO, P.S.C.

Pursuant to the Court's direction at the conclusion of the hearings on March 6-7, 2077

(the "Hearings"), defendants/counterclaimants Fathi Yusuf ("Yusuf') and United Corporation

("United"Xcollectively, the "Defendants") submit this Supplemental Brief in Opposition to

Plaintiff s Motion to Strike the Report of Defendants' Accounting Expert, Fernando Scherrer of

BDO, Puerto Rico, P.S.C. (the "BDO Report").

I. It is Premature to Strike the BDO Report at this Stage of the Proceedings.

At the Hearings, Plaintiff argued that his Motion to Strike was an in limine motionl

seeking to prohibit BDO's testimony and the introduction of BDO's conclusions at trial. First, as

set forth in Yusuf s original opposition brief and during the Hearings, Plaintiff s Motion is

improper as this matter is not to be resolved through a jury trial but rather is to be submitted to

the Master for his report and recommendation to this Courl for final determination. As this

Court is well aware, the BDO Report was never filed by Defendants with this Court. Rather, in

accordance with the Master's directives, it was submitted only to the Master and counsel for

Plaintiff on September 30,2016 as part of Yusuf s Accounting Claims and Proposed Distribution

Plan ("Yusuf s Claims"), The BDO Report is not proper part of the record and cannot be

stricken. Moreover, the BDO Report is a compilation of historical withdrawals between the

Partners (an accounting) based upon the information available at the time it was prepared.

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Freder¡ksbsrg Gade

PO. Box 756

St Thomas, U.S Vl 00804-0756

(34O\ 774-4422 I Motions in limine are usually filed shortly before a jury trial, after discovery has been
completed and the case is ready for trial. See LRCi. 7.2 ("All motions in limine shall be filed no
later than twenty-one (21) days before the day scheduled for jury selection..."),
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Discovery has been stayed since October of 2014, such that the information available was

limited to document production and interrogatory responses. The deposition of Plaintiff had not

even been taken.2 Yet, BDO acknowledged that if further information became available, it

would be evaluated and their Report would be amended, if necessary. Nonetheless, Hamed

challenged the BDO Reporl based upon new information in the form of testimony from the

Hameds and others, challenging certain allocations that were unknown to BDO and not evident

from the face of the documentation. Hence, the BDO Report, while comprehensive as to the

information upon which it is based, is not final and will be amended, as needed, upon receipt and

evaluation of new information, once discovery is complete. It is simply premature, prior to the

completion of discovery, to strike the BDO Report in its current form.

A. The BDO Report was not filed with the Court, is not a proper part of the
record, and cannot be stricken.

As argued in Yusuf s original opposition brief and again during the Hearings, pursuant to

the "Final 'Wind Up Plan Of The Plaza Extra Partnership," entered on January 9, 2075 (the

"Plan"),3 $9, Steps 4 and 6, and the August 31,2016 and September22,2016 directives of the

Master, the Parties were required to submit their accounting claims and proposed distribution

plans by September 30, 2016 directly to each other and the Master. Yusuf complied by

submitting Yusuf s Claims with exhibits directly to the Master and counsel for Plaintiff. He only

filed a Notice of Service with this Courl. The BDO Report \,vas one exhibit to Yusuls Claims

and related to historical withdrawals between the Partners from 1994 to 2012.4 The BDO Report

DUDLEY, TOPPEB

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Freder¡ksberg Gad€

P.O. Box 756

St Thomas, U.S Vl,00804-0756

(34O) 774-4422

'Although Mohammed Hamed's deposition had been taken before he died, it was not complete.
None of the other Hamed family members' depositions have been taken.

'Unless otherwise defined, capitalized terms shall have the same meaning provided for in the
Plan.
oPlaintiff did not undertake to set forth an accounting of the historical withdrawals as between
the Partners for purposes of a true up or equalization for a final distribution of the remaining
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was not filed with the Court because it was required to be submitted to the Master. Pursuant to

$9, Step 6 of the Plan, following the submissions of their proposed accounting and distribution

plans to the Master, "[t]hereafter, the Master shall make a report and recommendation of

distribution to the Court for its final determination." Hence, from a procedural standpoint, the

BDO Report is not a proper part of the record and cannot be stricken or prohibited from

introduction at a jury trial, as the matter is to be addressed first by the Master and then ultimately

by the Court.

B. The BDO Report was prepared based upon information available while
discovery was stayed.

The BDO Report was prepared with the information available to BDO while a discovery

stay was in place. This Court stayed all discovery at the hearing held on October 7, 2014 and

directed the parties to focus their efforts on the liquidation of the Partnership Assets and

development of a plan for the wind up of the Partnership, At the time of the stay, the deposition

of Mohammad Hamed had not been completed and none of his four sons, Waleed Hamed,

Waheed Hamed, Hisham Hamed or Mufeed Hamed, who all testified at the Hearings, had been

deposed. Although extensive records were available for review, there had not been an

opportunity to depose the Hameds as to particular transactions, general procedures for the

removal of funds from the Partnership, their contentions as to withdrawals, their tax returns or

any other relevant allocation issues or financial transactions.

BDO was engaged to prepare a comprehensive accounting or reconciliation of the

^ffil;äì, ll historical Paftner withdrawals for the time period 1994 through 2072, as well as
DUDLEY, TOPPER

lOOO Frêderiksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. Vl. 00804-0756

l34O) 774-4422

acknowledgment of income from I 992 - 1993 for Waleed Hamed as reflected in his tax returns

Partnership Assets. Furthermore, Plaintiff filed his claims with the Court, rather than the Master
in violation of the requirements of the Plan and the Master's directives.
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for those years, from all of the information then available to them (i.e. documentary evidence

including records secured by the FBI during the criminal investigation, documents produced

between the parties before the stay and subpoenaed bank information received prior to the

imposition of the stay). Specifically, the BDO Report explains:

The engagement was divided into two (2) areas:

1. Identification of historical withdrawals both disclosed and
undisclosed from the partnership during the period where no
formal partnership accounting process was in place.

2. Review the accounting of the Claims Reserve Account and the
Liquidating Expenses Account, as those terms are defined in
the "Final Wind Up Plan of the Plaza Extra Partnership (the
Plan") approved by an order entered in the Case on January 9,

2015 (the "'Wind Up Order").

See BDO Report, p. 3. Further describing the scope of their undertaking, BDO explained that

because Partnership withdrawals prior to January 2013 were not part of John Gaffney'ss

accounting:

Therefore, our work was aimed towards identifying withdrawals
which could be considered to be Partnership distributions and to
incorporate them into Gaffney's accounting in order to provide an

Adjusted Partnership Accounting.

This report only includes our conclusions relating to the
withdrawals/distributions from the Partnership and the available
amount to be allocated per Partner to equalize the historical
distributions.

See BDO Report, p. 3 (emphasis added). Further, "[t]he analysis and conclusions included in

this report are based on the information made available to use as of the date of this report."

See BDO Report, p. 3 (emphasis added). As the identification of historical withdrawals was

based upon the documentary information available prior to the imposition of the discovery stay,

DUOLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUEFZEIG, LLP

1000 Frederiksbsrg Gade

P.O. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. Vl. 00804-0756

(3401 774-4422

sAs the Court is aware, John Gaffney has been engaged as the accountant for the Partnership.
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it is not a final repoft. Plaintiffls witnesses at the Hearings acknowledged that they have "done

no discovery as to the BDO report at all." See Hearings Transcript;373; 12-13, relevant pages

from the March 6,2017 testimony is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

C. If new information is discovered, BDO will evaluate it and amend the
Report, if necessary.

BDO also explains that "[I]n the event that any other relevant information is provided,

we shall evaluate it and amend our report, if necessary." See BDO Report, p. 3 (emphasis

added). As discovery continues to be stayed, there still has not been an opportunity, since the

BDO Report was compiled, to discover the relevant information Plaintiff may have to the

allocations, nor review any documentation or procure testimony contesting the allocations. At

the Hearings, Plaintiffs witnesses raised objections, þr thefirst time, to specific allocations by

presenting testimony and information based upon new information to which BDO was not

otherwise privy. Hence, the BDO Report is not final. BDO "shall evaluate" the new information

raised by the Hameds for the first time at the Hearings, along with any additional information

garnered through the discovery process and "amend our report, if necessary."

However, the fact that Plaintiff questions specific transactions and objects to the

allocations on the basis of new information, does not undermine the process utilized by BDO to

identify a particular transaction or its initial allocation based solely upon the documentary

evidence available to them at the time of their review. The reliability requirement for an expert

report has been interpreted "to mean that 'an expert's testimony is admissible so long as the

process or technique the expert used in formulating the opinion is reliable.'" Pineda v. Ford

Motor Co., 520 F .3d 237 , 244 (3d Cir. 2008) (quoting Kannankeril v. Terminix Int'|, Inc., 128

F.3d 802, 806 (3d Cir. 1997), as amended (Dec. 12, 1997)). "The evidentiary requirement of

reliability is lower than the merits standard of correctness."' Pineda,520 F.3d at247 (quoting 1n

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

'1000 Fredoriksberg Gade

PO Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. Vl 00804-0756

(34O)774-M22
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testify at trial as an expert witness. Atlantic Rim provides no support for Plaintiff s Motion to

Strike and, if anything, undercuts it, as the Atlantic Rim Court exercised its discretion and

liberally applied the Dauberl factors to allow the expert not only the opportunity to testify but

also to revise his report to consider a matter previously disregarded.

Here, the objections and any evidence in support of those objections, which may be

relevant, will be evaluated and the BDO Report will be amended, as necessary. Even after

amendment, objections may still remain. If so, those objections along with any supporting

evidence would need to be presented to the Master for preliminary resolution and then ultimately

to the Court for final resolution. Objections alone are not a sufficient basis upon which to

exclude the conciusions of BDO, rather they are fodder for cross examination if not otherwise

addressed by an amended report.

II. Plaintiffls Specific Objections to Allocations in BDO Report

Without belaboring each objection, Yusuf addresses the objections in three groups: l)

objections based upon new information, not available or known to BDO at the time of the

Report; 2) objections contending that documentation is insufficient to determine allocations as

between the Partners; and, 3) objections contending that information available was not

considered.

A. Objections Based upon New Information, Not Available or Known to
BDO

Plaintiff objects to various allocations set forth in the BDO Report offering new

testimony as to specific transactions. A large number of the objections were to specif,rc

transactionq that reflect payments to a particular member of the Hamed family but which

Plaintiff contends were part of a money laundering operation such that the funds were not made

available for their personal use and, therefore, should not be allocated to the family member as a

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Frederiksberg Gado

PO. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. Vl.00804-0756

l34O\ 774-4422
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withdrawal. Waleed Hamed offers a new explanation as to his 1993 tax return that contradicts

positions he previously had taken which was not otherwise known to BDO. Finally, Plaintiff

also objects to specific transactions for a variety of other reasons, offering explanations unknown

to BDO at the time of the Report.

1. Monies Returned to the Partnership through the Money Laundering
Operation

Plaintiff contendsthatExhibits3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 13, l4Trepresentfundsthatwerepartof

a money laundering operation and that the individual Hameds receiving these funds from the

Plaza Extra accounts, ultimately did not receive a personal benefit from these funds, as they were

either sent to foreign accounts or otherwise returned to the Partnership once laundered. Plaintiff

argues that they should not be allocated as a personal withdrawal as they were recollected by the

Partnership. However, as to Exhibit 14, the Draft Summary Sheets (upon which Plaintifï relies

so heavily), show this check for $95,000,00 was deposited into an account for Waleed Hamed at

the Cairo Amman Bank. S¿e Hearings Exhibit 10, Tab Q, p. 21. Hence, it is unclear whether

these funds were, in fact, returned to the Partnership as Plaintiff now contends or simply

deposited for Waleed Hamed's own use. While the fact that money laundering took place is not

new information, the hearing testimony that particular transactions were part of these efforts as

DUDLEv, roppEn ll properly identified as withdrawals from Plaza Extra and allocated to the particular Hamed family

opposed to reflecting personal withdrawals from the Partnership is new evidence as to the

lo0oFred€riksbêrsGade ll member by BDO. To the extent that Plaintiff can show that, following their initial withdrawal,

ultimate distribution of these funds. From the face of the checks, the funds appear to be paid

directly from Plaza Extra to the various members of the Hamed family. Hence, they were

(s4o)774'4422 
ll ' Many of these exhibits were introduced for the proposition that the checks at issue should have

been known to Yusuf and, therefore, are time barred, Defendant's supplemental brief regarding
the statute of limitations will be filed separately.
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the funds were not retained for the Hameds' personal uses and otherwise were returned to the

Parlnership, this information, along with additional discovery will be submitted to BDO for its

evaluation and amendment of the BDO Report, if necessary.

It should be noted that Plaintiff attempts to conflate two issues: 1) the money laundering

operations to evade taxes and, 2) the withdrawals as between the Partners and their families.

While the purpose of a money laundering scheme is to obfuscate the movement of money as to

outside authorities, as between the Partners, they have each testified that their withdrawals were

to be fully transparent and evidenced in writing. Written receipts and ledgers for the removal of

cash from the safes created written records from which the Partners would conduct periodic and

partial reconciliations. Hamed even alleged that:

Hamed and Yusuf have also scrupulously maintained records of
withdrawals from the United-held "supermarket" Partnership profit
account to each of them (and their respective family members), to
make certain there would always be an equal (50/50) amount of
these withdrawals for each partner directly or to designated family
members.

See First Amended Complaint, fl21. Therefore, while it may be difficult to trace all of the

laundered money that was hidden from the authorities to evade taxes, such an undertaking is not

necessary for determining the Partners' historical withdrawals of funds taken directly from the

Partnership.s As between the Partners, Plaintiff has already acknowledged that the Partners

"scrupulously maintained records of withdrawals" so as "to make certain there would always be

DUDLEY, TOPPEF

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1 000 Frêderiksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

Sl. Thomas, U.S V1.00804-0756

(34O) 774-4422

'The laundered money was predominately used to purchase jointly held assets in Jordan and
otherwise was divided equally. To the extent that there are disputes as to these foreign accounts
and assets, such claims are addressed separately in Section VI of Yusufs Claims. Hence,
Schoenbach's testimony relating to difficulties with ascertaining the "amount of cash taken in"
by a business engaged in money laundering misses the crucial point-recreating the total income
of the Plaza Extra Stores is not required to compile a Paftnership accounting as to the historical
withdrawals between the Partners. Such a quantification is possible from the "scrupulously"
kept records between the Partners.
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an equal (50/50) amount of these withdrawals for each partner." See First Amended Complaint,

fl21. BDO identified and quantified those historical withdrawals from the "scrupulously

maintained records of withdrawals," cross checked with all bank accounts, investment accounts

and credit card accounts available and then reviewed the financial records to discover any

previously undisclosed withdrawals as between the Partners. To the extent that certain funds

were not to be counted as part of the withdrawals between the Partners because they were

ultimately returned to the Partnership as part of the money laundering operations, then the

Plaintiff can provide evidence to that effect, which will be considered by BDO and addressed in

an amended repoft, if necessary.

2. 'Waleed Hamed's New Contention that the 1993 Tax Returns Reflect
Trades from United.

At the Hearings, Waleed Hamed and other witnesses offered testimony that the stock

trades reflected in V/aleed Hamed's 1993 tax return were actually trades from one of United's

Prudential Securities accounts. This explanation is new. In fact, it contradicts Waleed Hamed's

prior sworn discovery responses as to the nature of these trades. In September of 2014, shortly

before discovery was stayed, Vy'aleed Hamed provided different information as to these trades.

In response to interrogatories, Waleed Hamed stated that the trades on his returns were

something that Yusuf had traded "as he was using another name, Mohammad Hamdan, to trade

stocks to avoid paying taxes on the trades." See Interrogatory Response 5, dated September 26,

2074, attached hereto as Exhibit B. Waleed Hamed provided no supporting documentation for

this contention and discovery then was stayed. Nothing in this original response would have led

to the specific'United Prudential Securities account as a possible source of the trades identihed

on Waleed Hamed's 1993 tax return. Until the testimony at the Hearings, Waleed Hamed had

never contended that these trades were from United. Initial review of the information provided

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Freder¡ksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St, Thomas, U.S. V I 00804-0756

(34O) 774-4422
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As to Exhibits 16, 77 , 18, Plaintiff offered new testimony as to the alleged procedures for

reflecting when a receiptlchit constitutes a withdrawal as opposed to simply a receipt for

acceptance of a payment. This information is further information on the receipt/chit process

previously unavailable to BDO. Such information needs to be further developed through

discovery and addressed in an amended report, if necessary.

As to Exhibit 19, Plaintiff offered new testimony that many of these deposits relating to

gas station operations and were not received for the Hameds' personal use. No further

documentation has been offered to show that the funds were deposited to an account other than

their personal account or otherwise received by the Hameds for their personal use. Nonetheless,

such information will need to be further developed through discovery. The information will be

evaluated and adjustments made, if necessary.

As to Exhibit 20, Plaintiff offered new testimony that this receipt was not for the

Hameds' personal use, but rather for an ex-son-in-law. No further documentation has been

offered to show the purpose and use of the funds. Nonetheless, such information will need to be

fuither developed through discovery.

As to Exhibits 30 and 31, relating to checks made payable to Waleed Hamed from Yusef

Jaber, Plaintiff contends that these checks were never cashed such that he did not receive these

funds and, therefore, they should not be allocated as a withdrawal to Waleed Hamed. Further

discovery will be necessary to confirm whether the checks were, in fact, cashed, and, if not, if

replacement funds were received. From the face of the document, it appears that these checks

were made payable to 'Waleed Hamed in the amounts noted. BDO does indicate at Exhibit 30

(Table 114), that they were not able to trace these checks to any bank account deposit

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

'1000 Freder¡ksberg Gad€

PO. Box 756

St Thomas, U.S. Vl 00804-0756

(34O) 774-4422
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C. Objections Contending that Information Available Was Not Considered

After contending that the information was insufficient to quantify historical withdrawals,

Plaintiff also objected to the BDO Report on the basis that information that wqs available to

BDO was not reviewed or considered. Plaintiff contends that failure to consider such

information demonstrates that only select or limited information was provided to BDO and that

its conclusions are unreliable. These contentions are incorrect.

1. Draft Summary Sheets

Plaintiff contends, without any basis, that the Draft Summary Sheets were not reviewed

by BDO. This is false. The Draft Summary Sheets were provided to BDO two separate ways on

September 24,2014: 1) through an upload to BDO by a paralegal with Dudley, Topper and

Feuerzeig, LLP and, 2) via email from Attorney Perrell to BDO. The Draft Summary Sheets

contain no supporting or back up documentation. They are preliminary schedules which appear

to have been prepared by the Department of Justice, however, the author is unknown. While the

Draft Summary Sheets were considered by BDO to provide a cross-check or preliminary base

line, BDO did not consider them to be a Partnership accounting but rather simply someone's

worksheets. Further, the allocations in the Draft Summary Sheets do not even address one of the

Partners, Mohammacl Hamed. Therefore, they could never be a comprehensive reflection of

Partnership withdrawals as they do not include one of the Partners. The most glaring problem

with the Draft Summary Schedules is the fact that $13,571,441.36 of the income from the

grocery store operations shown as income of United was improperly attributed solely to Yusuf in

the years 1999,2000 and 2001. The gross income of the grocery store business is not a

reflection of Yusufls Partnership withdrawals. Simply because the BDO Report did not adopt

the preliminary calculations in the Draft Summary Sheets as they do not reflect Partner
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distributions and were created for a different purpose, i.e, to determine underpayment of taxes by

the grocery store operations, this does not impugn the validity or integrity of the BDO Report.

Although, the Draft Summary Sheets were provided to BDO and considered they were not used

as primary evidence of Partnership withdrawals. Hamed's contention that this information was

not provided to or considered by BDO is incorrect.

2" Foreign Accounts not addressed in BDO Report

At various points throughout the Hearings, Plaintiff attempted to challenge the BDO

Report on the basis that it failed to account for funds in foreign bank accounts for which certain

bank statements were available.12 Foreign account information was not addressed by BDO as

Yusuf elected to address this category of claims separately. As set forth above, the bulk of the

laundered money ultimately was used to purchase jointly held assets in Jordan or assets

otherwise divided equally. To the extent that there are disputes as to these accounts and assets,

these claims are addressed separately in Section VI of Yusuf s Claims. Hence, it is not a failing

on the part of BDO and does not demonstrate that the BDO Report is somehow unreliable or

deficient.

3. Plea Agreement is one of the Exhibits to the BDO Report

At the Hearings, various witnesses criticized the BDO Report on the basis that it failed to

mention or address the fact that the parties had been engaged in a money laundering operation

and that this was essential to the credibility of the BDO Reporl. Mr. Schoenbach described this

as a "hole" in BDO's analysis. First, the Plea Agreement is actually an exhibit to the BDO

Report - it is Exhibit 2 to the BDO Report. These exhibits were provided to Plaintiff along with
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all of the supporting documentation and schedules.l3 Hence, BDO was certainly aware of the

money laundering operation and also aware of the ultimate outcome of the criminal prosecution.

While a money laundering operation may make it difficult to identify all of the gross income

from an operation for tax purposes, as between the Partners, who "scrupulously" maintained

records to document their withdrawals, there are sufficient records to quantify these historical

withdrawals. Accordingly, this objection does not impact the reliability of the BDO Report and

the process employed to identify and quantify the historical Partnership withdrawals.

4. Ledger Information as to Construction of Hamed Home

As to Exhibit 21, Plaintiff contends that this ledger information reflects monies paid for

the construction of one of the Hamed homes and there was a double counting as the funds used

to pay construction expenses directly were counted and then counted again as a receipt. This is

incorrect. At Table 9A of the BDO Report, both receipts and the ledger, which is Exhibit 21, arc

chronicled. A series of notations, l-26 at pages 33-35, provide explanation for various

adjustments that were made by BDO to avoid double counting. Specifically, the notations

indicate, for example "Ticket #473 dated 9ll4l9 concurs with this transaction, amount was

adjusted to avoid double counting." S¿¿ BDO Table 94, p. 33-34, n.26. The adjustments by

BDO subtract the values so that a particular transaction is only accounted for one time, even if

the transaction is reflected in multiple sources, i.e. a receipt/chit as well as a ledger. Hence, there

is nothing from this objection which supports Plaintiffls position that the allocations were

improper or that the BDO Report is unreliable.
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5. Information as to the Construction of Yusuf Home in St. Thomas

As to Exhibit 22,Plaintiff offers this exhibit to show that BDO did not account for funds

Yusuf withdrew from the Partnership for the construction of his home, but did count monies the

Hameds withdrew for their home. This is incorrect. The Yusuf home on St. Thomas was

constructed following the FBI raid and during the period when a Federal Monitor was in place.

The funds used to build the Yusuf home had to be requested directly from the Monitor and

approved by the Monitor. At this point in time, the receipt/chit process had ended and all funds

received came in the form of checks. In the BDO Report at Table 43A, various checks for the

construction of the Yusuf house are captured and attributed to Nejah Yusuf, BDO also notes that

the amounts "concur with the FBI log 'Yusuf House."' See Table 43A, p.2, n.2 and Table 438,

p.l, n. l. This further provides evidence that BDO did reviewthe FBI materials in detail and

utilized same as a cross check as to various allocations.

6. Attorney's Fees Allocation

Plaintiff objects to the allocation of the attorneys' fees based uponthe invoices submitted

by the attorneys to their clients for their representation, While Hamed attempts to argue that all

of the parties were to equally share in the fees such that the allocation should not be made

according to the face of the invoices, nothing in the documentary evidence requires this

approach. To the contrary, the billing records reflect bills for each attorney and their particular

client. To the extent that the parties may have attempted to pool their efforts and insure a

coordinated defense, does not automatically equate to an equal distribution of expense. To

engage in an allocation which differs from the written billing records, would be open to differing

interpretations outside the documentary evidence. However, allocating fees according to the

documentary evidence is a consistent and unbiased approach. To the extent that Plaintiff seeks
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to challenge such an allocation, he can raise it with the Master, who can listen to the parties'

arguments and then make a report and recommendation to the Court for its ultimate

determination.

7. Additional Objections Not Otherwise Fully Addressed

To the extent that additional objections were raised by Hamed but are not otherwise

addressed in this Supplemental Brief, Yusuf submits that further discovery is necessary to

eliminate and clarify the allocations which may reveal that amendments to the BDO Report

should be made. Yusuf reserves the right to defend or otherwise respond to such objections if

not fully addressed herein.

III. Conclusion.

To create some perspective as to the limited extent of the challenges to the BDO Report,

in its current form, consider the total number of transactions reviewed and quantihed by BDO

over an eighteen (18) year period. The total number of transactions identified and quantif,red by

the BDO Report is approximately 20,000. The total number of transactions challenged by

Plaintiff is approximately less than 100. Hence, the challenges represent only 0.5%o of the total

transactions quantified. The total value of all of the transactions quantified equals

$37,641,979.96. Additional discovery will likely provide further information as to certain

transactions and allocations, which may serve as a basis to adjust the BDO Report by a relatively

low percentage as compared to the overall value of the transactions quantified. A large portion

of the quantification and allocation process has been completed, however, new information

revealed by continued discovery may alter a limited number of the allocations. These limited

challenges, at this stage of the case, cannot serve as a basis to strike the BDO Reporl. Hence, for

all of the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff s motion is premature and should be denied.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 2Ist day of March, 2017, I served the foregoing
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO STRIKE
THE REPORT OF DEFENDANTS' ACCOUNTING EXPERT, FERNANDO
SCHERRER OF BDO, PUERTO RICO, P.S.C. via e-mail addressed to:

Joel H. Holt, Esq. Carl Harlmann,III, Esq.

LA\ry OFFICES OF JOEL H. HOLT 5000 Estate Coakley Bay,#L-6
2132 Company Street Christiansted, VI 00820

Christiansted, V.l. 00820 Email: catl@carlhaflmann.com
Email: holtvi@aol.com

Mark W. Eckard, Esq. Jeffrey B.C. Moorhead, Esq.

Eckard, P.C. C.R.T. Building
P.O. Box 24849 1132 King Street
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MOHAMMAD HAMED, by his
authorized agent WALHEED
HAMED,

IN THE SUPERTOR COURT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS
D]VISION OT ST. CROTX

Pl-ainti f f ,/Counterclaim De fendant,

V.

FATHI YUSUF and UNITBD
CORPORATTON,

De f endant s /Counte rc1 aimant s,

V.

WALEED HAMED, VÙAHBED HAMED,
MUFEED HAMED, HISHAM HAMED, and
PLESSEN ENTBRPRISES, INC.,

Additlonal- Countercl-aim Defendants .

sx-12-cv-37 0

The above-entitred action came on for MorroNS HEARTNG
before the Honorabl-e Douglas A. Brady, in Courtroom
Number 2L1".

THIS TRANSCRIPT REPRESENTS THB PRODUCT OF AN
OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER, ENGAGED BY THE COURT,
WHO HAS PBRSONALLY CERTIETED THAT TT REPRESENTS
HBR ORIGTNAL NOTES AND RECORDS OF TESTIMONY AND
PROCEEDINGS OF THB CASE AS RECORDBD.

KingshiJ-J-, St. Croix

TRACY BINDER, RPR
Official Court Reporter
(340) ll8-9750 Ext. 7151
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shoul-d they be faulted for not including an anaJ_ysis of
something they weren't asked to do?

A No, I -- it's an agreed-upon procedurer âs I
said before. You know, they're just doing what they

agreed to do.

a Okay. Al-l right. And you weren't asked to do

a true-up or an accounting for the period from 2001 to

date, were you, by Mr. Holt or Mr. Hamed?
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A

O

true-up,

woul-dn't

No, f was not.

Okay. If they had asked you to do that

you would have at l-east attempted to do it,

you?

Yes.A

0

A

O

26t

h¡rong, Mr. Jackson that the $160,000 check was never

cashed; is that rj_ght?

A That's correct.

O Have you examined bank statements for the Bank

of Nova Scotia account that's referenced here?

(Perusing documents. )

I bel-ieve you testified correct me if I'm

A

O

whether

A

2000? I have not, no.

So you don't know from personal knowledge

this check has been cashed or not, do you?

f do not. My understanding is they were in a
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O All right. So after September 76, 2000

excuse me, September 30, 2016, ho furt.her discovery, no

investigation, ûo questions have been propounded by any

party with respect to the accounting that was prepared

by our side or f-he objections that r¡rere prepared by

Ham.ed,' is that fair to say?

A That's correct, yes.

O Okay. And wouJ-d you say that that

all of your criticisms of the BDO report and

other crj-ticj-sms that you've heard today, BDO

had an opportunity to respond to them?

A We've done no discovery on the BDO

all.

A 9Bay. The allocation of fees by BDO has .been

criticized by the Hameds and, I understand, from you as

well. When, other than today when we received a

declaration from Mr. Gordon Rhea, has anything been said

that suggests that that is improper?

A That the al-location is improper?
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O Yes.

A This is the f irst time lrre've heard of that

aÌlocation, so I can't imagine there woul-d have been any

time prior to this that there would have been a

discussion.

applies to

all- the

has never

report at

O AII right. But you had the all-ocation on
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O Okay. So al-l- you can say is the BDO report,

in your opinion, did not refer to the draft report. you

cannot say that it didn't consider that draft report; is
that fair to say?

A Yeah, that's fair to say.

O All right. Vrlould you agree with me that the

vol-ume of documents that were produced by the par:ties j_n

this case, produced by the FBI, are voluminous?

A f wouÌd agree with that, definitely.

O Vüould you agree that it's actually a huge

volume of documents?

A Def ine "hug.e".

O VüelI, what would you call huge? I mean, j-s iE
more !h_an !þ0 þAnkç.f_q,bo_xe_s 9f FÞI dpcll¡nent_g?

A WelI, it would have to be, because the l_60

boxes of -- bankens boxes of documents {^¡€re just the

documents that were sent over from puerto Rico. That

didn't include the documents that were scooped up as a
part of the raid. I think for t.he part of the raid,

that that was around 50,000 documents, maybe.

O 50,000 just from the raid itself?

A Yes. But in a big document case, that's not a

huge number. f've worked on other cases with Attorney

HoÌt where we've had a lot rnore than that.

37s

O Okay. But you would refer to this as a big
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MOHAMMAD HAMED, by his
authorized agent WALEED HAMED,

P laintiff/Count erc I aim Defendant,

vs.

FATHI YUSUF and
UNITED CORPORATION,

Defe ndant s /C ount e rc I ai mant s,

vs.

WALEED HAMED, WAHEED
HAMED, MUFEED HAMED,
HISHAM HAMED,
and PLESSEN ENTERPRISES, INC.,

Counterclaim Defendants.

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS
DIVISION OF ST. CROIX
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)

)
)
)
)
)
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)
)
)
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)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COUNTERCLAIM DEFENDANT WALEED HAMED'S
RESPONSES TO DEFENDANTS'

8 /27 / 14 INTERROGATORIES

Counterclaim defendant Waleed Hamed rcsponds to the interrogatori€s

served on him on August27,2014.

PRELIMINAR.Y STATEMENT

CIVIL NO. SX-l2-CV-370

ACTION FOR DAMAGES
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND
DECLAR.ATORY RELIEF

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

These answ€r's and objections are made solely for the purpose of this action.

Each answer is subject to any and all objections as to competence, relevance,

materiality, propriety, and admissibility; and any and all objections and grounds

that would require the exclusion of any stat€ment contained in any response, if
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In addition to the "General Objections" raised above, which are incorporated
herein by reference, this request is also objected to as unduly burdensome, unduly
harassing and overly broad. Subject to those objections, to the extent this
information exists, it was supplied in response to the request for documents.

5. What is your explanation for the amounts lísted as investment
losses on Bates No. UC00203-4 of your 1993 Income Tax return,
including how, when and from what source you received the funds for
such investments, what brokerage account(s) were used for these
investments, or, if you contend that the 1993, 1994 and 1995 Income
Tax returns were in error, explaín when you discovered the eruor and
what you did, if anything, to coruect the error ídentifying any
documentation reflecting thís €t /o,r ønd your corrective actions.

In addition to the "General Objections" raised above, which are incorporated
herein by reference, this request is also objected to as unduly burdensome, unduly
harassing and overly broad. Subject to those obþctions, it was an error by the
accountant. I did not focus on it until it was raised in these proceedings, but Fathi
Yusuf knows the accounts in question were his, as he was using another name,
Mohammad Hamden, to trade stocks to avoid paying taxes on the trades.

6. Describe all of the means and method by which the Yusuf and
Hamed family would withdraw funds fro* the Plaza Extra Stores for
their personal benefits.

In addition to the "General Objections" raised above, which are incorporated
herein by reference, this request is also objected to as unduly burdensome, unduly
harassing and overly broad. Subject to those objections, the response is the same
answer as given by Yusuf in response to this identical question in rcsponse to
Willie Hamed's interrogatories, which is incorporated herein by reference, as he
was the one who set everything up.

7. Describe all the means and method by which the Yusuf and Hamed
families would account, note or keep track of wíthdrawals either from
the safes or the Plaza Extra Stores' eccounts, including any ledgers,
books, sign-off sheets, receipts, loans, checks or any other means,
including who specifically had access to the funds, whether the
removal methods changed over time (i.e. beþre and after the FBI raid
and the Criminal Case).
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Ob.iect as to irrelevant and not likell, to lead to discoverable information. Subject
to this objection, the Yusufs had stolen $2.7 million from a joint account. The
money was r€moved to protect it fi'om looting by them again. One-half was
deposited to the Court accounts representing the Yusuf s 50Vo interest in these
funds and the Yusufs have been given a stipulation to withdraw their share.

I, Waleed Hamed, declare under penalty of perjury, pursuant to 28 U.S.C.
Section 1746, that the foregoing interrogatory responses are true and correct.

Dated: September 26, 2014

Dated: September 26, 2014

MAIL: P.O. Box 24849
Christiansted, VI 00824
Direct Dial: (340) 514-2690
Emai I : mark@marl<eckard.com

Counsel to Vy'aleed, Mufeed and Hisham Hamed

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certiff that on this 26th day of Septe mber 2014, 1 served a copy of the foregoing
in cornpliance with the parties consent, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 5(bX2XE), to electronic
service of all documents in this action on: Nizar A. DeWood, Esquire

Waleed "Wal

Respectfu lly subm itted,

(dewoodlaw@gmail.com); Gregory H. Hodges,
Esquire (holtvi@aol.com); and Jeffrey B.C.

OFFICE: #l Company Street


